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In the past few years, THE BNS has gone to the biggest boy band in the world as a popular act in South Korea. THE BNS has already performed several times on AMERICAN TV and, if you've ever seen people on stage, you might feel that their catchy song is mostly in Korean, not English. It's a rare
thing to see in America, but it has made many people think: Are THE BTS English song in their disphering? If so, why do they usually promote them with Korean singles? Read below to find the answer. Do MEMBERS OF THE BNS speak English? BTS | For Michael Kauwalk/Getty Images Recording
Academy before determining whether OR not THE BNS is english, it is important to get one thing like this: most people in THE BNS are not fluent in English. RM, the group leader, is the only iPad who can speak English good. When THE BNS has a conversation with the external press, it is often accused
of answering interview questions and translating RM between Korea and English. However, the remaining members do a degree in English and have been studying hard since THE BNS was recognized as international in 2017. Jongkok, the smallest of the group, is even trying too much to learn More
English in the hope of being able to participate in interviews with RM in the future. Do THE ENGLISH SONG IN THE BNTS? Most OF THE BNS song are English titles, so it is helpful for international fans who don't know Korea. However, they are completely English that have no track. Many songs, songs
(or sometimes Japanese) have some English words or phrases here and there. That said, there's actually a song where you can hear them sing completely in English. In October 2018, the group with American DJ Steve Aok urged him to waste on me again. He provided the aok with the vocals for the
song and all the songs were in English. I have a great song for the enjoyment of THE BUTS fans wasting on it, it is a technically part of Steve Aok's dispissonsion and thus, is not considered a BNS song. Why not sing in English? THE BNS very well understands that English can be able to prevent its
chances of getting a real number one hit in the United States. Despite some songs in foreign languages, songs—as dislikes of Louis Fonsi or even earlier K-pop trend, Psy Gangnum style—sometimes popular with mainstream audiences, the majority of hit singles on American radio are still in English.
However, the aim of THE BUTS was not actually to get more fame for changing himandinto an American boy band. RM once said: We don't want to change our identity or our being real to get a number... If we sing suddenly in full English and change all these things, then it's not THE BNS. We'll do
everything, we'll try. If we can't get one or number five, it's okay. And THE BNS is not alone. Even the most K pop groups do not sing in English, although K Pop has increased to one of the most popular species in the world with loyal fan-based devices on every continent. This way, they are already
making good money and as their mother tongue song has a great career, there is really no need for a BNS or other K pop artists. In fact, it is more likely that the ears of music listener in the United States will adopt to sing in Korea. Steve Aok looks like it looks like that. He believes that another K-pop song
will soon be able to get a higher spot on the American chart. I believe that they believe that THE BNS can be the group that can do that, he said. It's going to pave the way for many other groups, which they're already doing-and when that happens we're all going to celebrate. On Friday, THE BNS realized
that good song, released a new music video for the diamat. No wonder for one of the most popular boy groups in history, with more than THE BNS breaking The YouTube record for the most viewed video in the first 24 hours of release 101,000,000 views. But what really made headlines was that the
dynamic is the first song of the band with the styles of english altogether. This decision can be amazing for many fans. For history, THE BNS wrote, produced, and performed his most frequent song in Korean. And when exceptions exist- the release of the latest album of the associated Seol Town Road
Remix and THE LATEST ALBUM of THE BITS in Japan, associated with composer Saana Lil for the band's iPad RM also features many songs, songs in Japanese-for the most part, the group known for their Korean ghazals. So what does English mean solely for THE BNS? 'The 'Diamat' may look new,
but it was a new challenge recording a song in English that told reporters at a virtual press conference beyond the music video release that belongs to the 'Identity' Artastsbyts iPad jin as THE BNS show our fans a new side of THE BNS. Not only are there ghazals in English, but the style and style of
music are also close to pop music, according to GeoTag Lee, Assistant Professor of Cultural Studies at George Missen University Korea. As a result, new styles, styles, and styles in the diamat can initially surprise viewers who see in for K-pop. K Pop is a very unique and clear style. 'Pop has very specific
features that fans expect when they're toning in style,' Lee explained. Naturally when music is a little different than they expect-creates conversations. Kevin Winter/Getty Images but at the end of the day, Lee said the new calm does not stray too far from his roots in the single. All people still have a lot of
BITS in the style and presentation of everything members from the visual aesthetic of the music video. THE ONE PRODUCED BY THE BNS As one of the most representative K-pop groups for himand i don't think that has changed, Lee said. Yes, it's a new effort, but it does not reuse the identity they
have developed for themselves as artists. Just because a new single in English goes to, their basic identity does not mean the fact that they are Korean-changed, Korean culture and K-pop journalists agreed on a park. He said he was still a pop artist. New single -a-gift fan Abarvadband iPad J-Hope told
reporters on Friday that the diamat was a last minute decision that was not actually in the plans of THE BNS. We wanted to be on stage and as a group interacting with the fans, we felt empty and unempowered, said JAMAN, a MEMBER of the BNS. We need a progress to overcome this adhesiveness
and powerlessness and we came to this new opportunity. Experts say that signaling fans abroad from the diamat is their global audience adjusting even if they can no longer meet them in this person. Because of global pandemics, THE BNS cannot stop music or tours worldwide, Said Li. When fans are
accessing the song through streaming services versus in a live performance with crowd and loud music, take on even more importance. When seen through this lens, the Glaser song in English is like a gift and an expression care for fans in English-speaking countries, according to Korean music critic
Yungda Kim. This fans have done their best so far, to make best analysis of it and use THE BNS content that does despite language barriers. He added that when they hear songs in their mother tongue, there will be a different sense of familiarity and an experience of belonging. The park has also pointed
out that the music video includes various posters of world famous artists like the hanging in The Room of Jongkok, references that can appeal to fans around the world. Balancing with 'Bangtan Soniyondan' with a virtual press conference on Friday before the release of the new music video, THE BNS
members explained in their own words why they decided to sing in English altogether. RM said the group decided they wanted to keep in English and maintain the focus they first presented themselves as the opportunity when the song. When we were recording the guide version, we thought that english's
ghazals fit a little better, band iPad V added. Considering the song and the anthem, we all agreed that the song in English would be better than the virtual press conference beyond the diamat music video release. The big hit entertainment that THE BITS members have said, it's hard to know that the
future dynamic signal for listening to this group has more opportunities to sing in more languages than Korean. Finally, it seems like the english ghazals in the diamat release themselves THE BEST EXPLANATION AS A JOKE SURPRISE FOR THE BNS FANS. But if the diamat is a development towards
making music in languages outside Korea, The FORE-SHADOS, THE BNS is working with a balancing act. The group has established their identity as Korean artists and many Korean fans are more familiar with the group under the name Bangtan Soniyondan (or Bangtan Boys) instead of their
international nickname, THE BNS. One remaining task for THE BNS is to help the fan who is struggling with the two identities of THE 'BNS' and 'Bangtan Soniyondan', to understand that 'Bangtan is Soniyondan' is 'BUTS' and 'BUTS' is 'Bangtin Soniyondan', Park said internally. In a way, the diamat is
already a step forward in the balance of these dual identities and viewers. While the ghazals may be in English, the diamat fits into the notro (a collection of retro and new ones currently popular in Korea, according to Korean times. This song — is in English even if the audience in Korea will work for the
audience, Kim said. The interview was conducted in Korea and translated into English by the author. 1. Bury the basola, but leave the handle stickin' out. — Gurat Brooks, we bury Bisola 2. Sometimes you are a windshield, sometimes you are a bug.-Serious Sure, Big 3. Taste the throne, but don't miss
the stool.-Steve Winwood, take it as it comes 4. Every pleasure has a edge of pain, pay for your ticket and don't complain.-Bob Dylan, Silviio 5. Whoever digs the pit will fall into it.-Bob Rep, Small Axis 6. People who are going to leaders in a while who are you wild call.-Johnny Cash, what is the truth 7.
When the grass is cut, the snake will show. — J-Z, Template 2 8. The pain of war cannot exceed the subsequent disorder-led Zepbelin, The Battle of Rahu 9. Free your mind and will follow your ass.-Phonecedlock, good ideas, bad thoughts 10. If you are busy with other projects, then life is what happens
to you.-John Linen, beautiful boy (dear boy) 11. Grace makes beauty out of the insurresity things.-U2, Grace 12. It's hard to remember that we're alive for the last time.-Minor Mouse, Alive 13. You can't change a url in gold.-Raju, Eat Rat 14. An honest man's ta is the peace of mind.-John Milankom, Minute
15 for memories of. If you follow every dream, you may lose.-Neil Young, Penter 16. The best you can be quite good. 17. No, it's not love, but it's not bad.-Aloens Hargard, it's not love this content is created and maintained by a third party, and is imported on this page to help users provide their e-mail
addresses. You piano.io piano.io be able to find out more about such content in the world
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